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The installation steps are simple and easy to follow. The key to any install is to ensure that your first tile alignment is 
perfectly level. To acheive the best level plane possible, you should continue to check every  3 or 4  tile as you install them in 
first vertical (columns) and horizontal (rows) alignments.

NOTE: Our qualified technicians are available to assist with any installation project and will have all the necessary tools,
equipment and experience to make a success of any install project.

Before starting the installation of Artofix tiles, make sure you refer to your configuration diagram provided with order.

Installation instructions on a plasterboard wall

Add adhesive caulking on 
the rear of the ARTOTRIM-L1 
trim and affix to the wall.

1. 2.

If desired, fasten the trim to 
the wall by using screws or 
1/2’’  (12mm) staples.

3.

Draw your horizontal refe-
rence lines on wall or use a 
laser to level the row of tiles 
to be instaled. Repeat this 
step for each new row.

4.

Cut the tabs off the identi-
fied tiles on your plan that 
will go along the trims, by 
using a utility knife or 
scissors.

Then, install ARTOCLIPS-G1 
on the side of where the 
tabs have been cut. The 
ARTOCLIPS-G1 facilitate the 
installation of tiles where
the stapler can’t be used.

Remove the protective 
paper on the back of 
ARTOCLIPS-G1. The tile is 
now ready to be installed.

5. 6. 7. 8.

9. 10. 11. 12.

13. 14. 15.

For the tiles that will be fit 
onto the trim ARTOTRIM-L1, 
use a transparent silicone 
caulking to fasten them 
into the trim.

Put the first tile on the ARTO-
TRIM-L1, staple all the visible
tabs on the tile making sure 
the tiles are aligned.

Continue the installation 
and verify the tile alignment 
using your reference line or 
laser in order to obtain a 
symmetrical finish.

If the tiles need to be cut to 
the bottom edge of the wall, 
cut the excess off and use 
the ARTOTRIM-C1 and an 
adhesive caulking to finish.

Firmly press the ARTOTRIM-
C1 against the wall and add 
screws to fasten the trim to 
the wall.

Measure the tile size requi-
rementto insert in the 
ARTOTRIM-C1.

Cut the tile to the required 
size using a utility knife.

Insert the tile bottom in the 
ARTOTRIM-C1 and strips in 
the upper tiles.

Repeat the process as 
necessary.
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Installation instruction ( HELPFULL TOOLS & HARDWARES)

ARTOTRIM-C1 

ARTOTRIM-C1

A

Detail A

ARTOTRIM-SQ1

Detail A

ARTOTRIM-SQ1
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ARTOTRIM-L1

A

Detail A

ARTOTRIM-L1

ARTOCLIP-G1

HELPFULL TOOLS

AGRAFES

 STAPLES

1/2 ‘’ (12 mm)
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